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A project’s success rests on two parameters, teams working within allocated budgets and
timely delivery. PMP Training equips managers with the skills to utilize resources and
successfully complete projects.
In a paper titled “The Essentials of Project Management” authors Lock and Grower
suggest that the success of project depend primarily on three factors, Project completion
within the cost budget, deliver of project on time, and good performance which is the
completion of all aspects of the project as per specifications and goals. Here, the focus
remains on the first two parameters, namely budget control and adherence to time limits.
Of course, complete control can never be achieved because of variables that can directly
or indirectly affect the project. However, the principles of management Imbibed through
PMP Training can positively impact the outcome of a project.
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Either formal or informal, highly detailed or broadly framed can establish:
• Level of accuracy (rounding of data, $100, $1000) based on the scope and may
include an amount for contingencies
• Units of measure (staff hours, staff days, weeks or lump sum) for each recourses
• Organizational procedures links (the WBS component used for the project cost
accounting is called the Control Account (CA), has a unique code or account numbers
linked directly to organization’s accounting system
• Control thresholds (variance thresholds for monitoring cost performance, agreed upon
before any action is taken, expressed as percentage)
• Rules of performance measurement
• Define WBS points where control accounts will be performed
• Establish the earned value measurement techniques (weighted milestone, fixed
formula, percent complete, ...)
• Specify the earned value management computation equations for determining the
projected Estimate at Completion (EAC) forecasts and other tracking
methodologies
• Reporting format (format and frequency of cost reports)
• Process description
Should consider:
• stakeholder requirements (cost of an item when decision is made, order is placed, item
is delivered, actual cost is incurred or recorded for project accounting)
• Effect of project decisions on the subsequent recurring cost of using, maintaining, and
supporting the product, service
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Project Cost Management
• The process involved in estimating, budgeting, and controlling cost so that the project
can be completed within approved budget
• Life cycle costing
• Looking at the cost of whole life of the product (include maintenance)
• Value analysis (value engineering)
• Looking at less costly way to do the same work within the same scope
• Law of Diminishing Returns
• E.g. adding twice resource to task may not get the task done in half cost/time
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The process of developing approximation of the monetary resources needed to complete
project activities
• Cost trade-offs & risk must be considered
• Cost estimates should be refined
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This process develops a cost estimate for the resources (human and material) required for
each schedule activity.
• Estimating schedule activity costs
• Identifying and considering various costing alternatives
• Generally expressed in units of currency
• Benefit from refinement during the course of the project to reflect the additional detail
available
• Iterative process, accuracy increases as time goes by, Rough Order of Magnitude
(ROM) [±50%] at the beginning, narrow down to ±10%
• Accuracy of a project estimate will increase as the project progresses - rough order of
magnitude (ROM) could narrow, ROM in terms of -XX to +YY%
• Cost trade‐offs and risks, make versus buy, lease, sharing the resources
• Expressed in units of some currency, staff hours, staff days
• Include labor, materials, equipment, services, facilities, inflation, contingency costs
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Input
• Scope baseline
• Project Schedule
• Human Resource Plan
• Risk Register
• Enterprise Environmental Factors
• Organizational Process Assets
Tools & Techniques
• Expert Judgment
• Analogous Estimating
• Parametric Estimating
• Bottom-up Estimating
• Three-Point Estimates
• Reserve Analysis
• Cost of Quality
• Project Management Estimating Software
• Vendor Bid Analysis
Outputs
• Activity Cost Estimates
• Basis of Estimates
• Project Document Updates
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Scope Baseline
• Scope statement (only direct or indirect costs as well?, contractual or legal
implications: HSE, security, performance, insurance, copyright, licenses, permits)
• Work breakdown structure
• WBS dictionary (identification of the deliverables and their descriptions)
Project schedule
• Type and quantity of resources, amount of their time ‐> schedule activity
Human resource plan
• Project staffing plan, personal rates, rewards, recognitions
Risk register
• Risk mitigation costs ‐> delays, and near‐term costs!
Enterprise environmental factors
• Market condition
• Published commercial information
Organizational process assets
• Cost estimating policies
• Templates
• Historical information
• Lesson learned
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Direct Costs:
• Can be traced back to a product and can be measured
• Are specifically identified by their objectives
• Include materials, labor and other direct costs
• Examples: Direct materials, Direct labor, Direct work hours, Use of equipment, Use of facilities,
Number of employees, Use of materials, Consumption of services
Indirect Costs:
• Not directly identifiable
• Costs not directly related to the project product
• Belong to the core supporting business, but cannot be directly assigned to projects or individual
contracts
• Include: Fringe benefits, Indirect manufacturing expenses, General indirect expenses, General and
administrative expenses
Variable Costs:
• Vary as changes in the production are implemented
• Can or cannot be proportional to these production changes
• Include expenses with equipment and materials, performance bonuses, freight and sales commissions,
for example
• If there’s no production, there’s no variable cost
Fixed Costs
• Remain constant in the total, independently of the amount of work performed
• Remain the same even when the production line pauses or is null
• Include costs like rent, depreciation, administrative team salaries and general expenses
Recurring Costs:
• Repetitive, directs or indirect, which vary depending on the production
• Examples: Daily, weekly, monthly, etc costs
Non-recurring costs
• One-time expense only
• Development, investment and other costs that are paid only once
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12 Tips for Increasing Estimating Accuracy
To remedy these shortcomings, below are 12 ideas for boosting the accuracy of your estimates:
1. Maintain an ongoing "actual hours" database of the recorded time spent on each aspect of your
projects. Use the data to help estimate future projects and identify the historically accurate buffer time
needed to realistically perform the work.
2. Create and use planning documents, such as specifications and project plans.
3. Perform a detailed task analysis of the work to be performed.
4. Use a "complexity factor" as a multiplier to determine whether a pending project is more or less
complex than a previous one.
5. Use more than one method to arrive at an estimate, and look for a midpoint among all of them.
6. Identify a set of caveats, constraints, and assumptions to accompany your calculations, which would
bound the conditions under which your estimates would be meaningful. (Anything that occurs outside
of those constraints would be considered out of scope.)
7. If the proposed budget or schedule seems inadequate to do the work, propose adjusting upward or
downward one or more of the four project scoping criteria: cost, schedule, quality, and features.
8. Consider simpler or more efficient ways to organize and perform the work.
9. Plan and estimate the project rollout from the very beginning so that the rollout won't become a
chaotic scramble at the end. For instance, you could propose using a minimally disruptive approach,
such as a pilot programme or a phased implementation.
10. In really nebulous situations, consider a phase-based approach, where the first phase focuses primarily
on requirements gathering and estimating.
11. Develop contingency plans by prioritizing the deliverables right from the start into "must-have" and
"nice-to-have" categories.
12. Refer to your lessons-learned database for "20:20 foresight" on new projects, and incorporate your
best practices into future estimates.
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Cost Estimates are influenced by numerous variables such as labor rates, material costs,
inflation, risk factors, and other variables.
Expert Judgment, guided by historical information, provides valuable insight about the
environment and information from prior similar projects.
Expert Judgment can also be used to determine whether to combine methods of
estimating and how to reconcile differences between them.
E.g. Labor rates, material costs, inflation, risk factors, ..., historical information
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Analogous Estimating uses a similar past project to estimate the duration or cost of your
current project, thus the root of the word: analogy.
Used when there is limited information regarding your current project, an analogous
estimate is considered “top-down” and is generally not as accurate as other estimating
techniques.
Because the project manager’s, and possibly the team’s, experience and judgment are
applied to the estimating process, it is considered a combination of historical information
and expert judgment.
For example, if it cost $7,100 to develop a website a few months ago and you are
responsible for developing a new similar website, you estimate it to cost $7,100.
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Parametric Estimating, a more accurate technique for estimating cost and duration, uses
the relationship between variables to calculate the cost or duration.
Essentially, a parametric estimate is determined by identifying the unit cost or duration
and the number of units required for the project or activity.
The measurement must be scalable in order to be accurate.
For example, if it took me two hours to mow my one acre yard last week and this week
I’m mowing four acres, I could estimate that it will take eight hours to mow.
However, if the first one hour was spent transporting my tractor and preparing it to mow,
the estimate would need to be scaled appropriately: 1 hour for transporting and then four
hours to mow, for a total of five hours.
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Bottom-up estimating is an extremely helpful technique in project management as it
allows for the ability to get a more refined estimate of a particular component of work. In
bottom-up estimating, each task is broken down into smaller components. Then,
individual estimates are developed to determine what specifically is needed to meet the
requirements of each of these smaller components of the work. The estimates for the
smaller individual components are then aggregated to develop a larger estimate for the
entire task as a whole. In doing this, the estimate for the task as a whole is typically far
more accurate, as it allows for careful consideration of each of the smaller parts of the
task and then combining these carefully considered estimates rather than merely making
one large estimate which typically will not as thoroughly consider all of the individual
components of a task. In general, the smaller the scope, the greater the accuracy
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The accuracy of single-point activity cost estimates can be improved by considering
estimation uncertainty and risk. This concept originated with the program evaluation and
review technique (PERT).
PERT uses three estimates to define an approximate range for an activity’s cost:
Most likely – The cost of the activity, based on realistic effort assessment for the required
work and any predicted expenses.
Optimistic – The activity cost based on analysis of the best-case scenario for the activity.
Pessimistic – The activity cost based on analysis of the worst-case scenario for the
activity.
PERT analysis calculated an expected (cE) activity cost using a weighted average of
these three estimates:
• PERT = (Optimistic + Pessimistic + 4 x Most likely ) / 6
Cost estimates based on this equation (or even on a simple average of the three points)
may provide more accuracy, and the three points clarify the range of uncertainty of the
cost estimates.
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Cost estimates may include contingency reserves (sometimes called contingency
allowances) to account for cost uncertainty. The contingency reserve may be a
percentage of the estimated cost, a fixed number, or may be developed by using
quantitative analysis methods.
As more precise information about the project becomes available, the contingency
reserve may be used, reduced or eliminated. Contingency should be clearly identified in
cost documentation.
Contingency reserves are part of the funding requirements.
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Assumptions about costs of quality may be used to prepare the activity cost estimate.
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Use of project management cost estimating software applications, computerized
spreadsheets, simulation, and statistical tools. Such tools can allow for rapid
consideration of multiple cost estimate alternatives.
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Use to determination of what the project should cost based on a review of vendor
bids/proposals.
This technique may be used in conjunction with other cost estimation techniques to
ensure that cost estimates are comprehensive
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Activity Cost Estimates are a valuable project management tool for determining the costs for a project.
Much like how a project’s work is broken down into activities and work packages, the activity cost
estimate breaks the project’s costs down to the activity level in order to improve the reliability and
accuracy of the estimate.
The activity cost estimate considers each project activity and the costs associated with completing the
activity. These costs include direct costs for project resources, indirect costs which may be passed on to the
project, and the amount held in contingency reserve for the activity. A given activity may have many
resources allocated to it which all must be accounted for as part of the estimate for that activity.
One characteristic of the activity cost estimate is documenting how the estimate was determined. This is
usually done by either analogous or parametric estimating. Analogous estimating is done using similar past
projects or activities to estimate cost. Parametric estimating is done by determining and using a unit cost
calculated over a duration or quantity of units. Parametric estimating is usually more accurate and should
result in a higher confidence level.
Another characteristic of the activity cost estimate is that it often uses a range for the activity’s cost
estimate as well as a confidence level. At different stages of project planning some activities may be more
well-defined which may result in a much higher confidence level than that of an activity with more
unknowns. It is important to note that like most project management documentation, the activity cost
estimate should continue to be revised and improved throughout the project’s lifecycle.
In general, the more information and detail that is available for an activity, the more accurate the activity
cost estimate will be. Once activity cost estimates are completed for all of a project’s activities, these can
then be used to develop the overall project cost estimate
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This is a companion document to Activity Cost Estimates, which details how much each project activity is
expected to cost. The Basis of Estimates document indicates how these estimates were derived. It could
include information such as how the estimate was developed, assumptions, constraints, range of possible
values, and confidence in the estimate.
For example, in Katy’s Activity Cost Estimates document, she has the activity of “Shopping for Cookie
Ingredients” with the cost estimate of $17. Her Basis of Estimates document first contains how this
estimate was developed. It was developed by using expert judgment to estimate the cost of the individual
ingredients on the shopping list. The flour is about $4, the sugar $3, the chocolate chips are $3, the vanilla
is about $2, the eggs are about $2, and the butter is around $3, which totals the $17 estimate. Next are the
assumptions and constraints. She assumes that the chocolate chips that typically cost about $4 will only
cost $3 because she has a coupon for one dollar off the price of the chocolate chips. She is constrained by
only having $20 to spend. Last is the value range and confidence level. The range of possible values for
this activity is from $12 to $20, and she is 75% sure that her estimate of $17 will be accurate.
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• The process of aggregating the estimated costs of individual activities or work
packages to establish an authorized cost baseline
• Project budget constitute the funds authorized to execute the project
• Project cost performance is measured against the authorized budget
• Involves aggregating the estimated costs of individual schedule activities
• Establish a total cost baseline for measuring project performance
• Cost estimation prepared prior to the detailed budget requests and work authorization
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Input
• Activity Cost Estimates
• Basis of Estimates
• Scope Baseline
• Project Schedule
• Resource Calendars
• Contracts
• Organizational Process Assets
Tools & Techniques
• Cost Aggregation
• Reserve Analysis
• Expert Judgment
• Historical Relationship
• Funding Limit Reconciliation
Outputs
• Cost Performance Baseline
• Project Funding Requirements
• Project Document Updates
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The purpose of this process is to add up the estimated costs of the project activities in
order to create the budget. These cost estimates and their explanations are found in
Activity Cost Estimates and Basis of Estimates, which were outputs of the Estimate
Costs process. Cost Aggregation is the fancy term for simply adding up these estimated
costs. Additionally, there are a few other documents that are good to reference when
developing the budget—the Scope Baseline, Project Schedule, Resource Calendars, and
Contracts. The Scope Baseline should be referenced for mention of funding constraints.
Assuring that the budget is within these funding constraints is called Funding Limit
Aggregation. The Project Schedule and Resource Calendars are used as a basis for
knowing how much to budget for different calendar periods of the project. For example,
costs may be low for the first couple months, but according to the calendar, in the third
month a substantial amount of material may need to be purchased and specialized labor
hired, so more funds will be budgeted for that time. Contracts associated with the project
should also be examined for agreed-upon costs.
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Schedule activity cost estimates are aggregated by work packages in accordance with the
WBS
It is important to aggregate, or sum up if you will, such costs to the work package level.
This is important because all costs are measured in the first place, and then managed and
controlled at work package level throughout the project.
There may be other levels within the project where costs need to be aggregated, and
these may include accounting node points within the WBS, internal or external
accounting departments, and of course at the total project level.
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In terms of the project management scope of work and work flow, the concept of reserve
analysis actually refers to a specific technique that is often implemented by the project
management team and/or the project management team leader or leaders for the purposes
of helping to better maintain and manage the projects that they may have under their
guise at that respective time.
Specifically speaking, the technique of reserve analysis is a particular analytical
technique that is used for the purposes of making a complete and thorough determination
of the entirety of the specific and exact features and or in many cases relationships of all
of the individual project related components that currently exist as part of the previously
determined project management plan. The purpose of the execution and implementation
of a reserve analysis is the establishment of an estimated reserve that can be used for the
purposes of establishing a schedule duration, any and all estimated costs, the budget, as
well as the complete funds assigned or allocated to the project.
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Analogous estimating uses a similar past project to estimate the duration or cost of your
current project, thus the root of the word: analogy. Used when there is limited
information regarding your current project, an analogous estimate is considered “topdown” and is generally not as accurate as other estimating techniques. Because the
project manager’s, and possibly the team’s, experience and judgment are applied to the
estimating process, it is considered a combination of historical information and expert
judgment.
Parametric estimating, a more accurate technique for estimating cost and duration, uses
the relationship between variables to calculate the cost or duration. Essentially, a
parametric estimate is determined by identifying the unit cost or duration and the number
of units required for the project or activity. The measurement must be scalable in order to
be accurate.
Similarities between analogous and parametric estimating:
• Can be used for both duration and cost estimating
• Essentially a combination of historical information (leveraging past projects/activities)
and expert judgment
Differences between analogous and parametric estimating:
• Analogous is considered top-down and is less accurate than parametric. Analogous
estimating uses an “analogy” – comparing a past similar project to your current
project.
• Parametric is more accurate, specifically when the underlying data is scalable.
Parametric uses a relationship between variables (a unit cost/duration and the number
of units) to develop the estimate.
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Funding Limit Reconciliation – Customer/sponsor will set limits on disbursement of
funds for the project. Funding Limit Reconciliation will necessitate the scheduling of
work to be adjusted to smooth or regulate those expenditures. It is accomplished by
placing imposed date constraints for some work packages and compressing the schedule
to reduce the estimated cost of the project. Conciliation happens for the cash flow of the
project and with any cost constraint of the project.
Reconciliation needed before proposed cost baseline and cost budget become final. Such
reconciliation is part of integration management
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(Picture)
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Cost Performance Baseline
The cost performance baseline is an authorized time-phased budget at completion (BAC)
used to measure, monitor, and control overall cost performance on the project. It is
developed as a summation of the approved budgets by time period and is typically
displayed in the form of an S-curve, as is illustrated in the Figure. In the earned value
management technique the cost performance baseline is referred to as the performance
measurement baseline (PMB).
Project Funding Requirements
Total funding requirements and periodic funding requirements (e.g., quarterly, annually)
are derived from the cost baseline. The cost baseline will include projected expenditures
plus anticipated liabilities. Funding often occurs in incremental amounts that are not
continuous. The total funds required are those included in the cost baseline, plus
management reserves, if any.
Project Document Updates
Project documents that may be updated include but are not limited to:
• Risk register
• Cost estimates
• Project schedule.
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The Cost Performance Baseline is an “authorized time-phased budget-at-completion (BAC) used
to measure, monitor, and control overall cost performance on the project. All the minor budgets
are added together to create the overall Cost Performance Baseline, which is displayed as a graph
of cumulative funds to be spent over time. The periods of time are on the x-axis and the funds are
on the y-axis. The periods of time could be days, months, years, etc. Because spending is
generally less at the beginning and end of the project, the line on the graph representing
cumulative funds tends to be in an S-shaped curve.
The Cost Performance Baseline, also called the Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB), is
one of the project baselines that are incorporated into the Project Management Plan. It is
developed in the PMBOK’s Determine Budget process which adds up the estimated costs of the
project activities in order to create the budget. The Cost Performance Baseline is then used an
input to the Plan Quality and Plan Procurements processes. Also see the earlier posting of
Determine Budget Process .
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• The process of monitoring the status of the project to update the project budget and
managing changes to the cost baselines
• Involves recording actual cost spent
• Approval to increase the budget through Integrated Change Control Process
• Includes
• Influencing the factors that create changes to authorized cost baselines
• Recording all changes against the cost baseline
• Ensuring requested changes are agreed upon
• Ensuring change requests are acted in a timely manner
• Managing the actual changes
• Assuring that potential cost overruns do not exceed the authorized funding
• Ensuring the cost expenditures do not exceed the authorized funding
• Monitoring cost performance to detect variances from the cost baseline
• Monitoring work performance versus funds expended
• Preventing unapproved changes in cost or resources
• Informing appropriate stakeholders of approved changes and associated costs
• Bringing expected cost overruns within accepted limits
• Preventing incorrect, inappropriate, or unapproved changes from being included
in the reported cost or resource usage
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Inputs:
• Project Management Plan
• Project Funding Requirements
• Work Performance Information
• Organizational Process Assets
Tools & Techniques
• Earned Value Management
• Forecasting
• To-complete Performance Index
• Performance Reviews
• Variance Analysis
• Project Management Software
Outputs
• Work Performance Measurements
• Budget Forecast
• Organizational Process Assets Update
• Change Request
• Project Management Plan Updates
• Project Document Updates
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The Control Costs process is one of the three Cost knowledge area processes, and one of
the ten Monitoring and Controlling processes. The primary purpose of this process is to
monitor the budget and manage any changes made to the cost baseline. The Cost
Performance Baseline and Cost Management Plan can be found in the Project
Management Plan, which is used to guide this process. Project Funding Requirements
and Work Performance Information are additional inputs.
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There are many tools available to manage costs, such as Earned Value Management,
Forecasting, To-Complete Performance Index, Performance Reviews, Variance Analysis,
and Project Management Software. The tools enable the project manager to calculate
how close spending matches the budget, and how much more funding is needed. This
results in Work Performance Measurements and Budget Forecasts that can be used to
plan the remainder of the project. As Change Requests are approved through the Perform
Integrated Change Control process and implemented, there may be updates to the
Organizational Process Assets, Project Management Plan, and Project Documents.
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EVM – Hints to remember
• EV comes first in every formula
• If it’s variance, the formula is EV – something
• If it’s index, EV / something
• If it relates to cost, use Actual Cost
• If it relates to schedule, use PV
• Negative numbers are bad, positive is good
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•
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Earned value (EV)
• The value of work performed expressed in terms of approved budget
• Authorized work that has been completed + the corresponding authorized budget
• Is related to PV baseline (PMB)
• EV cannot be greater than authorized PV
Actual cost (AC)
• Total cost actually incurred for accomplishing work performed
• Same definition (direct hours only, direct costs only, all costs including indirect costs) as PV and EV
• Has no upper limit
Planned value (PV)
• Authorized budget assigned for completion of an activity or WBS component
• Detailed authorized work + the corresponding budget
• Total PV is called Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB)
• Total PV for the project is called Budget at Completion (BAC)
Cost variance (CV)
• Measure of cost performance
• CV=EV‐AC
• CV at the end of project is the difference between BAC and the actual amount spent
• Any negative CV is often non‐recoverable
Schedule variance (SV)
• Measure of schedule performance
• SV=EV – PV
• SV at the end of project is zero
Cost performance index (CPI)
• A measure of value of work completed versus the actual cost
• CPI=EV/AC
• CPI < 1 ‐‐‐> cost overrun for work completed
• CPI > 1 ‐‐‐> cost under run for work completed
Schedule performance index (SPI)
• A measure of progress achieved versus progress planned
• SPI= EV/PV
• Sometimes used with cost performance index (CPI)
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•
•

SPI < 1 ‐‐‐> less work completed than planned
SPI > 1 ‐‐‐> more work completed than planned
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SPI ($)
• At project start SPI is reliable
• At some point SPI accuracy diminishes
• Toward the project end it is useless (SPI = 1 at project end)
• Does not not show weeks/months of schedule variance
SPI (time)
• Time based schedule measures
• Create a SPI that is accurate to the of the project
SV(t) = ES – AT
SPI(t) = ES / AT
ES = Earned Schedule (Planned time)
AT = Actual time
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EV can be calculated by (%progress) x (planned man-days)
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BCWP – ACWP = Cost Variance
BCWP – BCWS = Schedule Variance
BCWP / ACWP = Cost Performance Index
BCWP / BCWS = Schedule Performance Index
BCWS - budgeted cost of work scheduled
ACWP - actual cost of work performed
BCWP - budgeted cost of work performed
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Estimate to complete (ETC) is the remaining budget required to complete the project if
work continue at present performance rate
• ETC = EAC - AC
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There are many ways to calculate EAC, depending on the assumption made.
Simple EAC calculation (EAC = BAC/CPI) assume that the cumulative CPI adequately
reflects past performance that will continue to the end of the project.
• AC+(BAC-EV)
• Used when current variances are thought to be atypical of the future
• AC+[(BAC-EV)/(Cumulative CPI + Cumulative SPI)]
• It assumes poor cost performance and need to hit a firm completion date.
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Estimate at Completion (EAC)
• Generated, updated, reissued based on work performance
• Based on actual costs incurred + an estimate to complete (ETC) the remaining work
• Most common EAC forecasting is manual bottom‐up summation
• Burden: doing EAC takes energy. EAC=AC+ (bottom‐up ETC)
Statistical EAC based on EVM method
• EAC forecast for ETC work performed at the budgeted rate. EAC=AC+BAC‐EV
• EAC forecasted for ETC work performed at the present CPI. EAC=BAC/(cumulative
CPI)
• EAC forecast for ET work considering both SPI and CPI factors. Variation of this
method weigh the CPI and SPI differently (80/20, 50/50, ...). EAC= AC
+[(BACEV)/(cumulative CPI x cumulative SPI)]
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Calculated projection of cost performance that must be achieved on the remaining work
to meet a specific goal
If the BAC cannot be achievable, the PM can seek for approval for using EAC as the
final completion
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To‐Complete Performance Index (TCPI), the calculated projection of cost performance
that must be achieved on the remaining work to meet a specific goal such as BAC or
EAC.
• TCPI based on BAC=(BAC‐EV)/(BAC‐AC)
• If cumulative CPI falls below the baseline plan, all future work of the project will
need to immediately be performed in the range of the TCPI (BAC) to stay within
the authorized BAC.
• Reaching the goal depends on risks, schedule, technical performance, ...
• If not, EAC is computed and once approved, it is the new goal
• TCPI based on EAC=(BAC‐EV)/(EAC‐AC)
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Cost performance measurements (CV, CPI) are used to assess the magnitude of variation
to the original cost baseline
Cause and degree of variance WRT the cost performance baseline? ‐‐>
corrective/preventive action?
High acceptable variance range at start, lower as the project gets closer to complete
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There is frequently difficulty in reporting work complete on the project. Many people tend to
report that the percent that is complete on an activity is the same as the percent of the time that
has elapsed. Thus, if 50 percent of the time to do an activity in the project has passed but only 25
percent of the work is actually done, misleading reports could result.
There are several approaches to solving this problem. The "50-50 rule" is one such approach. In
this approach to earned value data collection, 50 percent of the earned value is credited as earned
value when the activity begins. The remaining 50 percent of the earned value is not credited until
all of the work is completed.
The 50-50 rule encourages the project team to begin working on activities in the project, since
they get 50 percent of the earned value for just starting an activity. As time goes by, the actual
cost of work performed accumulates, and the project team is motivated to complete the work on
the activity so that the additional 50 percent of the earned value can be credited. This creates an
incentive to start work and another incentive to finish work that has been started. This solves the
problem of reporting percent complete, and there should be few arguments about whether work
has actually begun or has been completed on a project activity.
There are many variations of the 50-50 rule. Popular variations include the 20-80 rule and the 0100 rule. These allow differing percentages of the earned value of the work to be claimed at the
start and completion of the work.
Examples: EV is higher than the PV. This means that the project is ahead of schedule. More
activities have been completed than were planned to be completed at this time. This can be good.
The AC is higher than the PV as well. It is also higher than the EV. This means that we are
spending
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• Work Performance Measurements
• Calculated CV, SV, CPI, and SPI values for WBS components, work packages
and control accounts are documented and communicated to stakeholders
• Budget Forecasts
• Calculated EAC value or bottom‐up EAC value is documented and
communicated to stakeholders
• Organizational Process Assets Updates
• Cause of variance
• Corrective actions chosen and the reasons
• Other types of lessons learned from project cost control
• Change Requests
• Through the Perform Integrated Change Control Process)
• Project Management Plan Updates
• Cost performance baseline (scope, activity resources, cost estimates. Sometimes
new cost baseline should be prepared as cost variance is severe)
• Cost management plan
• Project Document Plan
• Cost estimates
• Basis of estimates
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• Opportunity Cost
• The opportunity cost given up by selecting one project over another
• Depreciation
• Straight line depreciation
• The same depreciation is taken each year
• Accelerated depreciation
• Double declining balance
• Sum of the year digits
• Net present value (NPV)
• The difference between the present value of cash flows generated by a project and its
capital cost. It is calculated as part of the process of assessing and appraising investments
• Internal rate of return (IRR)
• The return, which can be earned on the capital invested in the project, i.e. the discount
rate that gives an NPV of zero on a given payback period. This is equivalent to the yield
on the investment
• Benefit Cost Ratio
• Compare the benefit to cost, >1 means benefit is greater than cost. A benefit cost ratio is
1.7 means payback is 1.7 times the cost
• Present Value (PV)
• Present value means the value today of future cash flow
• PV = FV / (1+r)n
• FV = Future value
• r = Interest rate
• n = number of time periods
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Payback occurs when the cumulative discounted benefits and costs are greater than zero.
Many organizations want IT projects to have a fairly short payback period.
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In the previous example,
ROI = 14,000/500,000 = 2.8%
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Discount factor = 1/(1+r)t
r is the interest rate (e.g. 10% is 0.10)
t is the number of years
In the case of 20% rate and one year, Discount factor = 1/(1+0.20) = 0.9091
In the case of 20% rate and two years, Discount factor = 1/(1.20 x 1.20) =0.8294
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